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Abstract: The continuous tube-rolling method has been widely used to manufacture high-quality
seamless pipes and tubes. However, the analytical model for determining the roll pitch diameter
in three-roll continuous retained mandrel rolling from first principles has not yet been presented,
which has, thus, hindered the development of rolling control technology in tube manufacturing. In
this work, a new analytical model has been established from the force–equilibrium principles. The
modelling has taken the tube-roll contact geometry, roll pressure, mandrel pull forces, inter-stand
tensions, and friction coefficients into account for its formulations. Seen from the experimental results
of the rolling at the plant, the maximum deviation of the predicted projected contact area is less
than 6% and the maximum deviation of the calculated roll speed from the satisfactory data in field
operation is less than 3.9%. The proposed model has enabled the influence of the friction coefficients
on the roll pitch diameter to be quantified in theoretical analysis, and it was found that the changing
amplitude of the theoretical roll pitch diameter corresponding to the commonly used data range
of the friction coefficients can be above 9%. Having overcome the shortcomings of the empirical
model, this model has the required prediction accuracy and flexibility for being applied to flexible
tube rolling. By building the key algorithms around physical models, this modelling has advanced
not only the rolling control at the plant, but also our scientific understanding of the mechanics of the
continuous tube-rolling process.

Keywords: continuous mandrel rolling; analytical modelling; roll pitch diameter; force–equilibrium
principles; flexible rolling

1. Introduction

The continuous retained mandrel rolling method has been one of the most important
hot forming processes to manufacture high quality seamless tubes which are widely used
in industries, such as oil and gas, automotive, nuclear, and the transportation of high-
pressure fluids. In a continuous retained mandrel mill, the tube is worked between a
mandrel on the inside and two or three rolls on the outside while passing through the
5~7 consecutive stands, with the mandrel speed being retained at a constant speed during
the rolling process. Due to the complexity of the three-dimensional characteristics of the
deformation, the rolling process control parameters are calculated by using a rolling model.
Along with the increasing competition in product markets, flexible tube rolling has been
increasingly applied, aiming to maximizing the productivity of a given mill. In flexible
rolling, maintaining the product consistency and quality is a widespread concern. The
increasing demands for higher adaptability and flexibility in the tube rolling process have
led to great efforts to improve the rolling model. However, in continuous retained mandrel
rolling, the analytical model for determining the roll pitch diameter (i.e., the roll diameter
where the tube speed is equal to the roll peripheral speed) has not yet been established,
which has hindered the development of high efficiency rolling control technology.
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To model certain physical phenomena occurring in the rolling, there are three com-
monly used methods, namely the finite element method (i.e., FEM), the analytical method,
and the empirical method. Although the finite element models are not suitable for uses
as rolling models for online rolling control because they require too much computational
time to run the programs [1], their application in research work has indeed advanced our
understanding of the complex nature of the continuous tube rolling process [2–4]. Sola et al.
developed a three-dimensional FEM code to investigate the rolling process on a multi-stand
pipe mill [5]. Li et al. investigated the influence of roll speed schedule on the transverse
wall thickness evenness of the shell tube [6]. Yamamoto et al. investigated the effect of
the roll-groove profile on the tube deformation in mandrel rolling by using rigid-plastic
FEM [7]. The tube surface defect formation during the continuous mandrel rolling can
be analyzed by using the FEM model [8,9]. Jiang et al. analyzed the forming parameter
distributions and the kinematics of the hot rolled tubes through large deformation dynamic
simulation using FEM [10]. Knapinski et al. improved the geometrical parameters of
the roll groove to reduce the wear of the mill rolls through FEM simulation [11]. The
FEM method has demonstrated its versality in quite a few previous investigations into
continuous mandrel rolling. Although the FEM is not suitable for resolving the problem of
the theoretical calculation of the roll pitch diameter in the initial roll speed setting, since it
normally requires a series of the initial roll setting data beforehand to start its simulation,
the previous research findings using FEM have verified the necessity of taking into account
both physical and geometrical factors in the analytical modelling for the roll pitch diameter.

There have already been some reports on the analytical modelling of the tube stress
distribution in the mandrel rolling process. Okamoto and Hayashi proposed an analytical
model to assess the overfilling or underfilling of a given roll pass during the mandrel
rolling process [12]. Some fundamental equations for the relationship of the stresses
and strains have been presented in their theory, and application of their model has been
reported. Frugen and Hayashi reported the application of Okamoto and Hayashi’s theory
to the cold pilgering of tubes [13]. In these analytical models of tube rolling process, the
tube outer profiles were assumed to be in full contact with the roll in the circumferential
direction, so these models are not suitable for calculating the tube-roll contact geometry
data for use in calculations of roll pitch diameter. Wei and Wu proposed an analytical
model to determine the tube profile and stress distribution in three-roll continuous retained
mandrel rolling [14]. Their model combined the tube profile prediction with the tube stress
distribution prediction in the analytical modelling, making it convenient to further calculate
the tube-roll contact geometry and contact pressure.

There are still few reports on the theoretical approach of calculating the tube-roll
contact data in the mandrel rolling. Baines simulated the continuous mandrel rolling
of hot steel tubes by rolling lead tubes under laboratory conditions [15]. In applying
the energy method to estimate the roll separating force and torque, he concluded that
the tube-roll contact data can only be estimated from experimental data as a result of
substantial ‘piling-up’ of the outer tube surface prior to roll groove contact. This conclusion
has demonstrated the complexity in calculating the tube-roll contact data. Firstly, this
conclusion can also be understood from another perspective; when obtaining the tube-roll
contact data by calculating it theoretically, the ‘piling-up’ of the outer tube surface (i.e., the
distortion of the tube outer surface) should be taken into account during the calculations.
Secondly, on further examination, it is found that his conclusion was drawn from the results
of the close pass rolling (i.e., there is no gap between the tube inner diameter and the
mandrel before rolling). However, in the normal rolling at the plant, there is always a gap
between the tube inner profile and the mandrel before rolling at each pass. The distortion
of the tube outer surface in the rolling at the plant might be far slighter than that in the
close pass rolling. On the distortion of the tube outer surface during the rolling, a totally
different conclusion was also found in the report of experimental investigation on the metal
deformation in continuous tube-rolling process. Sobkowiak concluded that there is no
circumferential metal flow during the continuous tube-rolling process based on the results
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of his experiments [16]. Thus, one thing is certain here, namely that due to the complexity
of the tube deformation, in applying any model for calculating the tube-roll contact data,
the reliability in the calculated results can only be assured under given conditions.

For determining the roll pitch diameter in three-roll continuous mandrel rolling, there
has been no analytical model reported hitherto which takes into account the tube profile,
roll pressure, inter-stand tensions, mandrel pull forces, frictional conditions, and tube-roll
contact geometry in its formulation. With the problem of modelling the roll pitch diameter
from first principles unsolved, the most commonly applied model to determine the roll
pitch diameter in tube rolling at the plant is the empirical model. The SMS INNSE company
provided a conventional empirical model for determining the roll pitch diameter in the
rolling model for the premium quality finishing (i.e., PQF, a kind of three-roll continuous
retained mandrel rolling mill) [17], in which the roll pitch diameter is obtained as follows:

Drpd = Dn − erpdd (1)

where Drpd is the roll pitch diameter; erpd is an experimental coefficient which is specific for
each stand and mandrel; Dn is the roll nominal diameter; d is the actual size of the roll pass.

From the equation of the empirical model, it can be found that none of the physical in-
fluential factors have been taken into account in its formulation. In the practical application,
after the experimental coefficients erpd are assigned to each stand, calculation of the roll
pitch diameter is only related to the geometry data of the rolling tools. These treatments
cannot satisfy the new requirements in the developments of rolling control technology.
In flexible rolling, it is necessary to assign the inter-stand tension states in the roll passes
to control the rolled defects. Determining the roll pitch diameter without assessing any
inter-stand tensions in the rolling can obviously increase the difficulties of adjusting the
roll setting data in field operation. In multi-length rolling, the shell tubes with significantly
greater wall thickness can be used to produce the longer finished tubes, meaning that a
given set of rolling tools can be used in the rolling with various rolling schedules in field
operation. In this case, the roll pitch diameters calculated by using the empirical model
may lead to obvious deviation of the roll setting. To overcome the shortcomings of the
empirical models in flexible rolling and multi-length rolling, a new analytical model for
determining the roll pitch diameter in mandrel rolling is greatly required.

This paper deals with the analytical modelling of the roll pitch diameter in three-roll
continuous retained mandrel rolling. In this modelling, the formulation of the fundamental
equations for roll pitch diameter has taken into account the tube-roll contact geometry, roll
pressure, inter-stand tensions, mandrel pull forces, and frictional conditions. The prediction
accuracy of the model was examined by using the model to supply the roll setting data
for rolling schedules at the plant. Furthermore, the influence of frictional conditions
between tube and rolling tools on the roll pitch diameter was theoretically investigated,
and the comparison between the proposed model and the conventional empirical model
was performed.

2. Modelling Work
2.1. Tube Profile and Tube Stress Data Needed for Further Calculations

The tube profile and tube radial stress data in the rolling process are needed here for
use in further calculations of the roll pitch diameter. Since Wei and Wu have proposed
an effective analytical model for predicting the tube profile and tube stress distribution in
three-roll continuous retained mandrel rolling [14], their model is used as a sub-model here
to supply the needed tube profile and tube radial stress data. Theoretically, so long as the
provided data has the required accuracy, the data provided by any mathematical model
can work in the calculations of roll pitch diameter.

2.2. Modelling for Tube-Roll Contact Geometry

Once the tube profile of incoming tube and outgoing tube at each pass is determined,
the modelling of tube-roll contact geometry can be taken as more of a space analytic
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geometry problem than a complicated plastic deformation problem. This is because the
starting point of tube-roll contact and the point where the tube detached from the roll at
the outlet plane have located the tube-roll contact boundary in some degree. Although the
tube-roll contact occurs non-simultaneously and non-planarly in the roll-bite, its formation
can be simplified into two deformation stages. The first stage is that the oval-like profile of
the incoming tube is squashed to a circular-like profile under the roll pressure. The second
stage is that the circular-like profile of the tube is further worked into the oval-like profile
of the outgoing tube. The tube-roll contact at the first pass can be taken as only having
undergone the second stage.

Corresponding to these two deformation stages, the tube-roll contact boundary formed
at the first stage can be assumed to be the space intersection curve of the tube flange surface
and the roll surface, and the tube-roll contact boundary formed at the second stage can be
assumed to be the space intersection curve of the roll surface and the cylinder which has an
outer circumference equal to that of the incoming tube (see Figure 1).
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Since the tube profile and the roll groove profile are composed of circular arcs, the so-
lution for the tube-roll contact geometry can be transformed into a space analytic geometry
problem. For the contact boundary formed corresponding to the first stage (see Figure 2),
the projected contact length L at a given x-coordinate can be calculated as follows:

L =

√
Rx

2 −
[

Rx − Yt −
√

Rt
2 − (x − Xt)

2 + (Rn − Rx)

]2
(2)

where Rx is the roll radius at the given x-coordinate; Rn is the roll nominal radius (i.e.,
the distance from the roll axis to the rolling centerline); Rt is the radius of the tube flange
profile; Xt is the x-coordinate of the center point of the tube profile; Yt is the y-coordinate of
the center point of the tube profile.
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For the contact boundary formed corresponding to the second stage (see Figure 3), the
projected contact length L can be calculated as follows:

L =

√
Rx

2 −
[

Rx −
√

Re
2 − x2 + (Rn − Rx)

]2
(3)

where Re is the radius of the equivalent cylinder.
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Prediction of the projected contact area is an essential part of the calculation of roll
separating force. Corresponding to the direct deformation zone deformed under the

pressure of the roll and the mandrel, the projected contact area
−

Ad can be calculated
as follows:

−
Ad = 2

∫ Dx

0
Ldx (4)

Corresponding to the intermediate deformation zone deformed under the pressure

of the roll but with no contact with the mandrel, the projected contact area
=

Ad can be
calculated as follows:

=
Ad = 2

∫ Bx

Dx
Ldx (5)

2.3. Equation for Roll Separating Force

The roll separating force F at a given roll can be calculated as follows:

F =
−

σrb
−

Ad +
=

σrb
=

Ad (6)
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where
−

σrb is the mean outer radial stress in direct deformation zone;
=

σrb is the mean outer
radial stress in intermediate deformation zone.

The calculated roll separating force can be used to estimate the elastic deformation of
roll housing during the rolling for setting roll gap compensations. It can also be used as the
checking data for an assigned rolling schedule.

2.4. Fundamental Equations for the Roll Pitch Diameter

In continuous retained mandrel rolling, the roll pitch diameter is the roll diameter
where the tube speed is equal to the roll peripheral speed. Obviously, the distribution of
tube-roll relative speed on the roll surface determines the roll pitch diameter. For any given
distribution of tube-roll relative speed, there is a corresponding distribution of the frictional
force on the roll surface and, thus, a corresponding total resultant force acting by the roll in
the rolling direction. Therefore, the fundamental equations for the roll pitch diameter can
be formulated from the mechanical relationship equations for the external forces on the
tube in the rolling direction.

In the calculations, with a supposed value of the roll pitch diameter at the stand outlet
plane, the roll rotational speed can be obtained as follows:

Vrpm =

(
60

πDrpd

)(
Vi−1 Ai−1

Ai

)
(7)

where Vrpm is the roll rotational speed; Drpd is the roll pitch diameter; Vi is the tube speed
at the i-th stand outlet; Ai is the tube cross-sectional area at the i-th stand outlet.

The tension at a given stand outlet corresponding to the given roll rotational speed
can be calculated theoretically and then compared with the assigned tension value for
rolling control.

2.4.1. Mechanical Relationship on One Unit Width of the Contact Arc

For each deformation zone, assuming that the radial stress on the tube outer surface
σrb is uniform on the projected contact arc, the equation for the relationship between the
roll pressure Pz and the average radial stress σrb (see Figure 4) can be obtained as follows:

Pzcos αz + µPzsin αz = σrb (8)

where αz is the nip angle at a given point on the contact arc; µ is the tube-roll frictional
coefficient.
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Considering the value of (µ sin αz) is quite small, to simplify the calculation, the roll
pressure Pz can be approximately obtained as follows:

Pz =
σrb

cos αz
(9)

On one unit width of the contact arc, the resultant force on the contact arc in the rolling
direction can be obtained as follows:

f = &

{
−
∫ αL

0 Pz
(
sin αz)Rxδdαz +

∫ αL
0 µPz(cos αz)Rxδdαz, αF = 0

−
∫ αL

0 Pz

(
sin αz)Rxδdαz +

∫ αL
αF

µPz(cos αz)Rxδdαz −
∫ αF

0 µPz(cos αz)Rxδdαz, αF > 0
(10)

where αL is the nip angle of the total contact arc; αF is the nip angle of the contact arc where
the metal forward slip exists; δ is the arc length of the tube profile corresponding to one
unit width in the x-axis direction.

Substituting Equation (9) to Equation (10), after the integral operation, the equation
can be obtained as follows:

f =

{
σrbRxδ(ln(cosαL) + µαL), αF = 0
σrbRxδ(ln(cosαL) + µαL − 2µαF), αF > 0

(11)

where 

Rx = Rn −
(

Yr +
√

Rr
2 − (x − Xr)

2
)

δ =

√
1 +

(√
Rr

2 − (x − 0.5 − Xr)
2 −

√
Rr

2 − (x + 0.5 − Xr)
2
)2

αL = sin−1
(

L
Rx

)
αF = sin−1

(
LF
Rx

)
2.4.2. Determination of the Neutral Angle on A Given Contact Arc

To determine the neutral angle (i.e., αF shown in Figure 5), the tube cross-sectional
area AF corresponding to an assumed neutral point should be first calculated. At the i-th
pass, the tube cross-sectional area AF can be approximately calculated as follows:

AF = 6
∫ Dx

0

(
Rx −

√
Rx

2 − LF
2
)

dx + Ai (12)

where Ai is the tube cross-sectional area at the i-th stand outlet, AF is the tube cross-sectional
area corresponding to the assumed neutral point position.

At the position of the neutral point on a given contact arc, the equation for the tube
speed Vt in the rolling direction can be obtained as follows:

Vt =
Ai−1Vi−1

AF
(13)

Corresponding to the same position of the neutral point, the equation for the separating
speed in the rolling direction of the roll peripheral speed can be obtained as follows:

Vr =
πRxVrpm

30
cos αF (14)

Combining Equations (13) and (14), the neutral angle on a given contact arc αF can be
determined by satisfying the speed condition equation as follows:

Vt = Vr (15)
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2.4.3. Equations for the Force–Equilibrium in the Rolling Direction

At each given pass, the total resultant force acting by three rolls in the rolling direction
can be obtained as follows:

Ftotal = 6(F1 + F2 + F3) (16)

where 

F1 =
∫ Gx

0
−

σrbRxδx(ln(cosαL) + µαL − 2µαF)dx

F2 =
∫ Dx

Gx

−
σrbRxδx(ln(cosαL) + µαL)dx

F3 =
∫ Bx

Dx

=
σrbRxδx(ln(cosαL) + µαL)dx

Rx = Rn −
(

Yr +
√

Rr
2 − (x − Xr)

2
)

δx =

√
1 +

(√
Rr

2 − (x − 0.5 − Xr)
2 −

√
Rr

2 − (x + 0.5 − Xr)
2
)2

where Ftotal is the total resultant force acting by three rolls in the rolling direction; F1 is half
of the resultant force acting by the roll in the direct deformation zone where Vt > Vr; F2 is
half of the resultant force acting by the roll in the direct deformation zone where Vt < Vr; F3
is half of the resultant force acting by the roll in the intermediate deformation zone where
Vt < Vr; Gx is the x-coordinate of the neural point at the outlet plane.

Then in the rolling direction, the equation for the force–equilibrium of the external
forces acting on the tube at the given pass can be expressed as follows:

Ftotal = Fmpi + Fmpo − Fti + Fto (17)

where Fmpi is the mandrel pull force in the roll-bite, Fmpo is the mandrel pull force at stand
outlet, Fti is the tension at stand inlet, and Fto is the tension at stand outlet.

It is worth mentioning that the mandrel pull forces Fmpi and Fmpo can be obtained
by using Wei and Wu’s equations [14]; for the first roll pass, the tension at stand inlet Fti
is equal to zero, and the tension at stand outlet Fto is assigned beforehand as the rolling
control data; for the subsequent roll passes, the tension at stand inlet Fti is equal to the value
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of Fto at the previous roll pass, and the tension at stand outlet Fto is assigned beforehand as
the rolling control data.

2.5. Implementation of the Model

The proposed model has been implemented into a computer application to supply
the setting data and checking data for an assigned rolling schedule. To determine the
roll pitch diameter in the model, the end condition of the iterative calculations is that the
calculated tension at the stand outlet is equal to the assigned value. The related calculations
are conducted by following the flowchart as shown in Figure 6.
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For the convenience of checking the results, the calculated tube-roll contact boundary
and metal slip distribution can be visualized by a computer application developed by using
a free IDE named Lazarus 2.0.10 (see Figure 7) [18].
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3. Validation and Discussion
3.1. Validation of the Tube-Roll Contact Geometry Model

The tube specimen for measurements of the tube-roll contact geometry was obtained
by a deliberate emergency stop of a five-stand three-roll mandrel mill, when the rolling
was at the steady normal rolling state with no obvious inter-stand traction being observed
from the roll force curves in field operation. The primary processing parameters in the
experimental rolling schedule is shown in Figure 7, and the geometry of the grooved roll
used in experimental rolling is shown in Figure 8.
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The tube-roll contact geometries were located by the positions of the outlet plane
which can be calibrated according to the stand spacing values of the mill (see Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Shape of the tube-roll contact boundary on the specimen tube corresponding to the mill
stand positions of pass 1–pass 3.

The contact lengths were manually measured three times, and mean values were taken
to determine the projected contact geometry. A comparison of the measured and predicted
projected tube-roll contact boundary is shown in Figure 10.
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From the comparison, it can be found that the basic characteristic of the contact
boundary at the first pass is different from those of the subsequent passes. The starting
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point of tube-roll contact is on the roll flange at the first pass, and the starting points of
tube-roll contact in the subsequent passes are at the roll groove bottom.

For the first pass, as shown in Figure 10a, the predicted contact boundary is quite
similar to the measured one. This means that, in the case of the tube outer profile at
the stand inlet being like a standard circle, the deviation in the calculated data from the
measured is not obvious. For the subsequent rough rolling passes, as shown in Figure 10b,c,
the actual contact lengths around the roll groove bottom are longer than the calculated
ones, while those around the roll flanges are basically shorter than the calculated ones. This
means that although the incoming tube was firstly compressed under the pressure of the
roll groove bottom (i.e., the long shaft of the oval-like profile of the incoming tube was
firstly shortened), the short shaft of the oval-like tube profile has not been elongated as
much as calculated. For the finishing passes, as shown in Figure 10d,e, the deviations in the
calculated data from the measured are quite limited. In general, the maximum deviation of
the calculated projected tube-roll contact area from the measured is less than 6%, as shown
in Table 1. The accuracy of the calculated results indicated that the calculated contact data
using the tube-roll geometry model are suitable for use in further calculations.

Table 1. Comparison of the predicted projected contact area and the measured values.

Pass No. Pass 1 Pass 2 Pass 3 Pass 4 Pass 5

Predicted (mm2) 13,478 15,145 13,028 9360 6242
Measured (mm2) 13,537 14,956 12,917 8935 5891

Error (%) −0.44 1.26 0.86 4.75 5.95

3.2. Validation of the Roll Pitch Diameter Model in Field Operation

The validity of the modelling for the roll pitch diameter was examined by applying
the calculated roll setting data in the actual rolling at a three-roll continuous retained
mandrel mill which has six consecutive stands. With the roll gaps assigned beforehand
corresponding to the assigned rolling reduction, the roll pitch diameters for the assigned
rolling schedules were calculated by using the proposed model. The roll rotational speeds
corresponding to the calculated roll pitch diameters were calculated and applied to the
rolling as the roll setting data. In this case, the validity of the model can be examined by
comparing the calculated roll rotational speed with the satisfactory actual roll rotational
speed in field operation (see Figure 11).
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As can be seen from the comparison, the calculated results agreed well with the
satisfactory actual roll rotational speed in field operation. In the involved experimental
rolling cases, the maximum additional adjustment of the roll rotational speed in field
operation was 3.9%, i.e., the maximum ratio of the calculated Vrpm to the actual satisfactory
Vrpm in field operation is 1.039, which is at the roll pass 1 corresponding to the rolling
schedule, with the finished tube wall thickness being 7.92 mm and the steel grade being
29MnCr6 (see Figure 11).

To examine the calculated data in more detail, a calculation example is given here,
where the primary input data and calculated results of the calculation are presented in
Table 2.

Table 2. Primary data of a calculation example.

Tools Data

Parameters Inlet Pass 1 Pass 2 Pass 3 Pass 4 Pass 5 Pass 6

R1 (mm) 106.8 102.8 99.3 98.4 98 98
R2 (mm) 320.4 308.4 297.9 270.6 245 245
R3 (mm) 50 30 27 20 14 14
e (mm) 3.3 1.65 0 0 0 0
α1 (◦) 60 60 60 60 60 60
α2 (◦) 18 13 12 10 8 8

Gap (mm) 16 16 14 14 12 12
Rb (mm) 251.9 263.2 280 274.5 211.9 202.2

Size (mm) 207 202.3 198.6 196.8 196 196
Stand spacing (mm) 870 1170 870 1115 760

Rm (mm) 92.45 92.45 92.45 92.45 92.45 92.45

Rolling conditions

Inlet Pass 1 Pass 2 Pass 3 Pass 4 Pass 5 Pass 6
µ 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
β 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05

TD (◦C) 1103 1100.6 1099.2 1097.3 1095.9 1094.2 1092.9
Fti (kN) 0 0 0 0 0 0
Fto (kN) 0 0 0 0 0 0

Process parameters

Inlet Pass 1 Pass 2 Pass 3 Pass 4 Pass 5 Pass 6
Gap (mm) 15.5 15.4 13.4 13.4 11.4 11.4

Shell tube O.D. (mm) 230
tube W.T. (mm) 17.5 10.7 8.3 6.4 5.5 5.1 5.1

Tube speed (mm/s) 1200 4500
Mandrel speed

(mm/s) 1040 1040 1040 1040 1040 1040 1040

Calculated data

Inlet Pass 1 Pass 2 Pass 3 Pass 4 Pass 5 Pass 6
Ai (mm2) 11,682.8 8375.9 5945.1 4479.8 3611.3 3211.9 3117.5
−

σrb (MPa) −187.8 −197.6 −188.5 −203.2 −184.5 −106.2
=

σrb (MPa) −3.3 −2.6 −2.4 −2.0 −1.6 −0.1
−

Ad (mm2) 11,400 10,699 9423 7056 4557 3928
=

Ad (mm2) 2309 2990 2147 1676 911 512
F (kN) 2149 2123 1782 1437 842 417

Fmpi (kN) 291.6 303.8 209.5 165.8 82.7 28.2
Fmpo (kN) 148.2 172.1 99.4 120.5 82.6 79
Drpd (mm) 526.6 549.1 597.8 581 447.8 424.2
Vrpm (rpm) 60.69 82 99.98 127.61 186.17 202.44
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Corresponding to the steel grade of tube material assigned in the rolling schedule, the
deformation resistance necessary for the calculations is obtained by using the deformation
resistance model of 37Mn5 steel [19]. Comparisons of the calculated results of the roll force
and roll speed in the calculation example with the actual satisfactory rolling data in field
operation are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Comparisons of the calculated roll force and roll speed with the actual data.

Pass No. Pass 1 Pass 2 Pass 3 Pass 4 Pass 5 Pass 6

Actual F (kN) 2002 2121 1653 1601 892 313
Calculated F (kN) 2149 2123 1782 1437 842 417

Error (%) 7.33 0.07 7.8 −10.2 −6.3 33.3

Actual Vrpm (rpm) 60.67 82.53 102.26 127.96 186.47 206.48
Calculated Vrpm (rpm) 60.69 82 99.98 127.61 186.17 202.44

Error (%) 0.03 −0.64 −2.23 −0.27 −0.16 −1.95

From the comparison shown in Table 3, it can be found that the roll rotational speed
calculated by using the proposed model agreed very well with the actual satisfactory roll
setting data. Meanwhile, the maximum data error of the calculated roll separating forces
corresponding to pass 1–pass 5 was only 10.2%, i.e., the roll force data error at pass 4 as
shown in Table 3. The roll force at pass 6 can be left out of discussion here, because the
traction on the tube acting by the extractor mill at the mill outlet has significant influence
on the actual roll force value.

This result indicated that the inter-stand tensions in the rolling were basically con-
sistent with the assigned values. From all the above results, it can be concluded that the
validity of the modelling for the roll pitch diameter has been experimentally verified.

Furthermore, it is found that the maximum deviation of the calculated roll speed
from the satisfactory setting data in field operation is obviously lower than the maximum
deviation of the calculated total projected contact area from the measured. The cause of this
phenomenon can be explained based on the calculated data shown in Table 2. According

to the calculated data in Table 2, the ratio of
−

σrb to
=

σrb is in the range of 56.7 to 1062, while

the ratio of
−

Ad to
=

Ad is in the range of 4.7 to 7.6. These calculated ratios indicate that it is
the contact pressure and contact geometry corresponding to the direct deformation zone
that mostly determines the total resultant force acting by the roll in the rolling direction
and, thus, the calculated results of roll pitch diameter, rather than the average roll pressure
and the total contact area in the roll-bite. Thus, in applying the tube-roll contact geometry
model to the calculations of roll pitch diameter, so long as the calculated contact data
corresponding to the direct deformation zone has required accuracy, deviations in the
calculated contact data corresponding to the intermediate deformation zones will not
significantly reduce the prediction accuracy of the roll pitch diameter.

3.3. Influence of Various Friction Coefficients on the Calculated Results of the Roll Pitch Diameter

Considering that the actual friction coefficients vary with different contact conditions
of the tube and rolling tools, it is necessary to examine the influence of frictional coefficients
on the calculated results of the roll pitch diameter.

By substituting different tube-roll frictional coefficients which are in a commonly used
data range into the equations, the corresponding calculated results of the roll pitch radius
(i.e., half of the roll pitch diameter) can be obtained (see Figure 12).
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Through further calculations based on the results shown in Figure 12, it can be found
that the maximum changing amplitude of the theoretical roll pitch diameter corresponding
to the commonly used data range of the tube-roll friction coefficients is at pass 3. To be
precise, the maximum ratio of the maximum roll pitch diameter to the minimum roll pitch
diameter at pass 3 is 1.092. This result indicates that the tube-roll frictional coefficients have
a significant effect on the calculated results of the roll pitch diameter. Thus, to decrease
the additional adjustments of roll setting in field operation, the tube-roll coefficients used
in the equations should be assigned properly. By substituting different tube-mandrel
frictional coefficients which are in the commonly used data range into the equations, the
corresponding calculated results of the roll pitch radius can also be obtained (see Figure 13).
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By comparing the data shown in Figure 13 with those shown in Figure 12, it can be
found that, within the commonly used data range, the tube-mandrel friction coefficients
have relatively smaller effect on the calculated results of the roll pitch diameter than the
tube-roll frictional coefficients. The maximum changing amplitude of the theoretical roll
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pitch diameter corresponding to the enumerated tube-mandrel friction coefficients can be
above 4.5%.

In general, the proposed modelling has enabled the influence of various frictional
conditions on the roll pitch diameter to be quantified in the theoretical analysis. In applying
the proposed model to the actual hot steel tube rolling, the appropriate values of the friction
coefficient should be substituted in the calculations. The maximum changing amplitude of
the theoretical roll pitch diameter corresponding to the commonly used data range of the
friction coefficients can be above 9%.

3.4. Comparison of the Proposed Model and the Conventional Empirical Model

Because of the complexity in the analysis of the physical system of continuous retained
mandrel rolling, the empirical model has been widely used in tube manufacturing rather
than the analytical model for determining the roll pitch diameter. The most commonly used
empirical model was formulated as Equation (1), in which the experimental coefficient was
assigned specifically for each stand and mandrel. Corresponding to the experimental pitch
coefficients, to compare the proposed analytical model with the conventional empirical
model conveniently, the so-called theoretical pitch coefficients can be conversely calculated
by using the analytically calculated data of the roll pitch diameter and Equation (1).

For rolling the finished tube with the same outer diameter at the same rolling mill, the
initially used experimental pitch coefficients at the plant and some calculated theoretical
pitch coefficients are shown in Figure 14.
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From the comparison of different sets of theoretical pitch coefficients shown in
Figure 14, it is found that the distributions of theoretical pitch coefficients are with a
certain regularity, i.e., the theoretical pitch coefficients basically vary with the wall thick-
ness of the finished tube. From the comparison of the theoretical pitch coefficients at
different passes in a given set, it can be found that the pitch coefficients vary with the stand
numbers. These two results indicate that there is certain rationality in assigning the pitch
coefficients corresponding to each stand and mandrel in the empirical modelling. However,
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from the comparison of theoretical and initially used experimental pitch coefficients, it
is found that the initially used experimental pitch coefficients have obvious deviations
from the theoretical pitch coefficients. This means that the initially used experimental pitch
coefficients have to be modified through quite a few of hot rolling experiments to make the
rolling reach the satisfactory state. This case is certainly unsatisfactory.

Obviously, shortcomings of the conventional empirical model can be overcome by
using the proposed analytical model. In flexible rolling, when the inter-stand tensions
are required to be assigned beforehand to minimize the rolled defects, the corresponding
roll pitch diameters for the assigned rolling schedule can be calculated theoretically by
using the proposed model. In multi-length rolling, when the shell tubes with a significantly
greater wall thickness are used to produce a longer finished tube, the roll pitch diameters
can also be calculated theoretically. For the development of new technology in process
control, the proposed model has provided a sound theoretical basis which the empirical
model has not.

4. Conclusions

1. The tube-roll contact geometry in three-roll continuous retained mandrel rolling
has been modelled from 3D analytic geometry principles. The model can be used
to calculate the contact data necessary for the further analytical calculations of roll
pitch diameter under limited conditions. According to the experimental results, the
maximum deviation of the calculated total projected contact area is less than 6%;

2. The analytical model for determining the roll pitch diameter has been established
from force–equilibrium principles. The formulation of the fundamental equations has
taken into account the tube-roll contact geometry, roll pressure, inter-stand tensions,
mandrel pull forces, and frictional conditions. The roll setting data calculated by using
the model have been examined through actual rolling at the plant. With the maximum
deviation of the calculated data from the satisfactory data in field operation being
less than 3.9%, it can be concluded that the validity of the proposed model has been
experimentally verified;

3. In applying the proposed model to the actual hot steel tube rolling, the appropriate
values of the friction coefficient should be substituted in the calculations. The maxi-
mum changing amplitude of the theoretical roll pitch diameter corresponding to the
commonly used data range of the friction coefficients can be above 9%;

4. Having overcome the shortcomings of the conventional empirical model, the proposed
model has the required prediction accuracy and flexibility to be used in flexible tube
rolling;

5. By building the key algorithms around physical models, this modelling has not only
provided a sound theoretical basis for developments in rolling control technology
but has also advanced our scientific understanding of the mechanics of continuous
retained mandrel rolling process.
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Nomenclature

Ai tube cross-sectional area at the i-th stand outlet;
−

Ad projected contact area corresponding to direct deformation zone;
=

Ad projected contact area corresponding to intermediate deformation zone;
Bx x-coordinate of the detaching point on the roll;
d actual size of roll pass;
Dn roll nominal diameter;
Drpd roll pitch diameter;
Dx x-coordinate of the detaching point on the mandrel;
erpd pitch coefficient of roll pitch diameter;
f resultant force on a given contact arc in the rolling direction;
F roll separating force;
F1 half of the resultant force acting by the roll in the direct deformation zone

where Vt > Vr;
F2 half of the resultant force acting by the roll in the direct deformation zone

where Vt < Vr;
F3 half of the resultant force acting by the roll in the intermediate deformation zone

where Vt > Vr;
Fmpi mandrel pull force in the roll-bite;
Fmpo mandrel pull force at the stand outlet;
Fti tension force at the stand inlet;
Fto tension force at the stand outlet;
Ftotal total resultant force acting by three rolls in rolling direction;
Gx x-coordinate of the point where Vt = Vr at the outlet plane;
i number of roll pass;
L projected contact length;
Pz roll pressure on the contact arc;
Re equivalent cylinder radius of incoming tube;
Rm mandrel radius;
Rn roll nominal radius;
Rr roll groove arc radius;
Rt tube flange profile radius;
Rx roll radius at the given x-coordinate;
Xr x-coordinate of groove arc center;
Yr y-coordinate of groove arc center;
Xt x-coordinate of tube profile center;
Yt y-coordinate of tube profile center;
Vi outgoing tube speed at the i-th pass;
Vr separating speed of roll peripheral speed;
Vt tube speed in the rolling direction;
Vrpm roll rotational speed.
Greek letters
αF nip angle of the contact arc where the metal forward slip exists;
αL nip angle of the total contact arc;
αz nip angle at a given point on the contact arc;
δ arc length of the tube profile corresponding to one unit width in the x-axis direction;
−

σrb mean outer radial stress in direct deformation zone;
=

σrb mean outer radial stress in intermediate deformation zone.
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